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1. Pre-Shared Security mode. 

1.1 Static Secure Association Key Security Mode,  

 1.2   Static Connectivity Association Key Security Mode     

2. Dynamic Security Mode (using EAP-TLS).  

 These modes can be applied in two scenarios one during 

Host to Switch connectivity and another during Switch to 

Switch connectivity. 

MACsecY. 

      Till date many security protocols such as Secure Shell, 
Transport Layer Security and IP Security etc., have been 
proposed and normalized in order to protect data exchanged 
between two ends over unsecured networks such as Internet. 
Even though these protocols have been proposed for some 
security requirements and they remain efficient in a specific 
context related to the assumptions and the restrictive 
requirements, which have been emitted at the time of their 
design. Moreover, these protocols suffer from one or the 
other attacks for example Secure Shell protocol suffer from 
insertion attack, IPSec is very complex and TLS suffer from 
context specific attack and also these protocols suffer from 
the   lack of interoperability between their different versions 
and at the same time, there is no one protocol satisfying all 
security needs. 

The MACsec provides point-to-point link security. The 

point to point links are secured only after matching keys – a 

user configured Pre-shared key when we enable MACsec 

using static connectivity association key (CAK), a user 

configured static secure association key when we enable 

MACsec using static secure association key (SAK) security 

mode and included as part of the AAA handshake with the 

RADIUS server when you enable MACsec using dynamic 

security mode—are exchanged and verified between the 

interfaces at each end of the point-to-point Ethernet link. 

Along with the security keys there are other parameter such 

as MAC address or it may be port, should also match on the 

interface on each side of the link. If MACsec is enabled on a 

point-to-point Ethernet link, the traffic traversing through the 

use of data integrity checks and also we can configure 

encryption. MACsec adds an 8 byte header and a 16 byte tail 

to all Ethernet frames across the MACsec secured point-to-

point Ethernet link and those header and tail are verified at 

the receiving interface to ensure that the data was not 

compromised across the link. If the data integrity check 

detects anything irregularity in the traffic, that traffic will be 

dropped.  

MACsec provides protocol services such as, mutual 

authentication, the data confidentiality and integrity. In this 

scope the MACsec operates in three modes - Static Secure 

Association Key Security Mode, Static Connectivity 

Association Key Security Mode or Pre-shared Key mode and 

Dynamic mode. 

This paper is constructed as follows. Section 2 describes 
EAP-TLS and its integration to different contexts, such as 
wired networks. Next in section 3, we present our solution to 
add identity protection to TLS. In section 4, we analyze our 
protocol and we discuss results obtained with both Pre-
Shared and Dynamic security modes. Finally, we give some 
concluding remarks. 

 

II. EAP-TLS PROTOCOL 
 

 The EAP-TLS (Transport Layer Security) protocol requires 

both the user and authentication server to have certificates for 

their mutual authentication. Since the mechanism is very 

strong, it is required that the corporation that deploys it 

maintain a certificate for all users. EAP-TLS can be deployed 
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Abstract—The MACsec is a link security method proposed by 

IEEE802.1AE WG under standardization. In the paper we 

have implemented the MACsec on the basis of Draft suggested 

by IEEE802.1AE. In a wired network the MAC Security 

(MACsec) will provide user data confidentiality, check for 

frame data integrity and data origin authentication. Also, it 

provides protection against security threats like replay attack 

and DoS attack, etc. In the paper, we have designed the 

function of MACsec, and implemented it both Networking 

switch and a Linux workstation. This paper proposes 

implementation  of MACsec security modes –  
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as an authentication method or as an automatic EAP helper.  

 

Fig 2-1: Flow diagram of EAP-TLS Method 

 

 When EAP-TLS is deployed as an authentication method, 

we can configure it to perform certificate revocation list 

(CRL) checking. When CRL checking is availed, EAP-TLS 

confirms that the client's certificate chain traces back to one 

of the trusted root certificates installed at initialization and 

checks the serial number of each certificate in the chain 

against the contents of CRLs to verify that none of the 

certificates in the chain have been revoked.  Secondary 

authorization cannot be used when EAP-TLS is deployed as 

an authentication method.  

In EAP-TLS, the MSK, EMSK, and Initialization Vector 

(IV) are derived from the TLS master secret via a one-way 

function. The MSK is divided into two halves, corresponding 

to the "Peer to Authenticator Encryption Key" (Enc-RECV-

Key, 32 octets) and    "Authenticator to Peer Encryption 

Key" (Enc-SEND-Key, 32 octets). IV is a 64-octet quantity 

which is a known value, octets 0-31 are called "Peer to 

Authenticator IV" or RECV-IV, and octets 32-63 are called 

"Authenticator to Peer IV", or SEND-IV. In case where the 

EAP-TLS mutual authentication is successful, the 

conversation will appear as shown in fig 2-1. 
 

III. RADIUS Server 

 A Remote Authentication Dial-In User Service 

(RADIUS) server is a type of server that allows you to 

centralize authentication and accounting for users. The 

following authentication schemes are supported: 

 Access-Request–The user enters the username and 

password to request access to RADIUS server. 

 

 Access-Accept–The user is authenticated. 

 

 Access-Reject–The user is not authenticated and is 

prompted to reenter the username and password, 
or access is denied. 
 

 Access-Challenge–It is a challenge issued by 

RADIUS server. This challenge does the work of 

collecting additional data from the user. 

     RADIUS servers use the AAA protocol to provide and 

manage network access in the two-step process as follows, 

which is also known as an AAA transaction. AAA refers to 

authentication, authorization and accounting. 
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     The user or machine sends a request to a Network Access 

Server (NAS) to gain access to a particular network resource 

using access credentials. The credentials are passed to the 

NAS device via the link-layer protocol. In turn, the NAS 

sends a RADIUS Access Request message to the RADIUS 

server, for requesting authorization to grant access through 

the RADIUS protocol. This request will contain access 

credentials, which are the username and password or 

security certificate provided by the user. The RADIUS 

server checks if the information is correct using 

authentication schemes like PAP, CHAP or EAP. The 

RADIUS server then returns one of three responses to the 

NAS:  

 1) Access Reject,  

 2) Access Challenge, or  

 3) Access Accept. 

 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION 

Above mentioned MACsec Security modes can be 

implemented in two scenarios one is during Host to switch 

connectivity and another in switch to switch. 

A. Pre-Shared Key Security Mode 

    There are two sub types in Pre-Shared key security mode 

one is Static Secure Association Key security mode and 

another is Static Connectivity Association Key security 

mode. 

i. Static Secure Association Key Security Mode 

 In this type of mode two manually configured SAKs is 

used to secure data traffic on the point-to-point Ethernet 

link. Here all the parameters configured by the user. For this 

security mode tools or key servers are not required to create 

SAKs.  

 Here security is maintained based on point to point 

Ethernet link by periodically rotating between two security 

keys. Each security key has a name and value which must 

have a corresponding matching value on the interface at the 

other end of the point-to-point Ethernet link to maintain 

MACsec on the link. 

 In Static SAK security mode user need to configure SAKs 

within secure channels when user enable MACsec using 

static SAK security mode. User configures a secure channel 

within a connectivity association. Connectivity association 

for MACsec using static SAK security has two secure 

channels—one for inbounds traffic and one for outbound 

traffic—that are configured with two SAKs that are 

manually configured. You must attach the connectivity 

association with the secure channel configurations to an 

interface to enable MACsec using static SAK security 

mode. 

 User recommend enabling MACsec using static CAK 

security mode or using Dynamic mode. User should only 

use static SAK security mode for compelling reason to use it 

instead of static CAK security mode or Dynamic mode 

hence this type of security mode should not be implemented 

in host to switch and switch to switch scenarios. 

ii. Static Connectivity Association Key (CAK) security mode 

 Enabling MACsec on switch-to-switch links using static 

CAK security mode is recommended. Static CAK security 

mode will ensure security by continuously refreshing to a 

new random security key and by just sharing the security 

key between the two devices on the MACsec-secured point-

to-point link. When you enable MACsec using static 

connectivity association key (CAK) security mode, then the 

two security keys which are connectivity association key 

(CAK) that secures control plane traffic and second key 

randomly-generated secure association key (SAK) that 

secures data plane traffic—are used to secure the point-to-

point Ethernet link. Both the keys are regularly exchanged 

between both devices on each end of the point-to-point 

Ethernet link to ensure link security. 

  A static CAK security mode includes a connectivity 

association name (CKN) and its own connectivity 

association key (CAK). The CKN and CAK are configured 

by the user in the connectivity association and must match 

on both ends of the link to initially enable MACsec. Once 

matching pre-shared keys are successfully exchanged, the 

MACsec Key Agreement (MKA) protocol will be then 

enabled. The MACsec Key Agreement protocol is 

responsible for maintaining MACsec on the Ethernet link, 

and decides which switch on the point-to-point link should 

become the key server. The key server will then create a 

SAK that is shared with the switch on the other end of the 

point-to-point link only, and that SAK will be used to secure 

all data traffic traversing through the link. The key server 

will periodically create and share a randomly-created SAK 

over the point-to-point link as long as MACsec is enabled. 

 Some optional MACsec features that are only available 

when you enable MACsec using static CAK security mode 

are as follows,  

• Replay protection. 

• SCI tagging. 

• The ability to exclude traffic from MACsec. 

 Pre-shared security mode can be implement in switch to 

switch connectivity. 

B.  Dynamic Mode 

 Users recommend enabling MACsec using Dynamic 

security mode. In Dynamic mode MACsec is enabled once 

after the mutual authentication. The Extensible 

Authentication Protocol (EAP, specified in IETF RFC 3748 
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) can be used to mutually authenticate a Supplicant and an 

Authenticator, each associated with a Port attached to the 

same LAN. 

 EAP actually a authentication framework, and not a 

specific authentication mechanism. EAP provides some 

functions and negotiation of authentication methods called 

EAP methods. There are about 40 different methods defined 

currently. EAP-TLS method for the authentication process 

while enabling MACsec in a wired Ethernet link is used in 

the proposed work. 

 Figure 2-1 uses the EAP-TLS mutual authentication 

method where supplicant and server will be mutually 

authenticated by exchanging Certificates. EAP-TLS 

comprises of following characteristics, 

• Integrity protection. 

• Replay protection. 

• Dictionary attack protection. 

• Cryptographic binding. 

• Session independence. 

• Fragmentation. 

• Ciphersuite negotiation. 

 When configuring MACsec on a switch-to-host link, the 

MACsec Key Agreement (MKA) keys are received from the 

RADIUS server as part of the AAA handshake. A master 

key will be passed from the RADIUS server to the switch 

and from RADIUS server to the host in a independent 

authentication transactions. The master key will then be 

passed between the switch and the host to create a MACsec-

secured connection.   

 In a Dynamic mode to derive CAK and CKN Master 

Secret Key (MSK) and Session Id are must require to both 

authenticating peer and authenticator hence EAP-TLS 

protocol can be used as a mutual authentication protocol and 

after successful authentication Keys (MSK and Session Id) 

can be distributed. Each of the keys used by MKA is 

derived from the CAK using the AES Cipher in CMAC 

mode. The CAK is not used directly. The derived keys are 

tied to the identity of the CAK, and thus restricted to use 

with that particular CAK. The advantages of EAP-TLS 

make it a preferred authentication method for MACsec key 

distribution. Both wired Host and Server are strongly 

authenticated using digital certificates. 

      The following requirements must be met in order to 

enable MACsec on a link connecting a host device to a 

switch. 

a. The host device: 

• Host device must support MACsec and must be 

running software that allows it to enable a 

MACsec-secured connection with the switch. 

b. The switch: 

• Switch must should be an EX4200, EX4300, or 

EX4550 these switches should contain x Junos OS 

Release 14.1X53-D10 or later. 

 

• Switch must be configured into dynamic secure 

association key security mode. 

 

• Switch must be using 802.1X authentication to 

communicate with the RADIUS server. 

c. The RADIUS server: 

• Server must be using the Extensible Authentication 

Protocol-Transport Layer Security (EAP-TLS) 

authentication framework. 

 

• Server must be using 802.1X authentication. 

 

• Server can be multiple hops from the switch and 

the host device. 

V. Conclusion 

 In this paper we analyzed two deployment scenarios and 

two types of security modes. Deployment Scenarios are 

Host to Switch connectivity and Switch to Switch 

Connectivity. In Host to Switch Connectivity Pre-Shared 

Key Security mode cannot be used so it is mandatory to use 

Dynamic key Security Mode. Whereas, in Switch to Switch 

Connectivity either Dynamic Key Security mode or Pre-

Shared Key Security mode can be used. Disadvantage of 

Pre-Shared key security mode is User needs to configure the 

Static Connectivity Association Key (CAK) so this method 

is not considered to be robust. Static CAK security mode 

ensures security by frequently refreshing to a new random 

security key and by only sharing the security key between 

the two devices on the MACsec-secured point-to-point link.  

 The advantages of using Dynamic Key Security mode 

prevents the above mentioned disadvantage in Pre-shared 

key Security mode along with that it provides Integrity 

protection, Replay protection with Dictionary attack 

protection, Cryptographic binding, Session independence 

and Fragmentation with Ciphersuite negotiation before 

deriving the keys required for enabling MACsec.    
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